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1. SBTEX are Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPS)
2. The Source of SBTEX are from coal combustion, vehicle, solvent, and 

petrochemical industry. 
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1. SBTEX are Hazardous air pollutants; cause the negative health impact in human 
organs. Such as Kidney, liver and blood system, CNS.
2. A study was published in 2020 shows the relationship between CNS symptoms 
outcome and SBTEX concentration in blood samples in GULF region. 
3. Picture from: Emissions of volatile organic compounds from crude oil processing –
Global emission inventory and environmental release, Hamid Rajabi et. al
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969720321707
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1. Introduce the HAPS emission from NEI HAPS inventory. The NEI may not consider 
all emission source.

2. Gap filled the missing HAPS by SCC and county level.
3. We made the emission input for CTM model and reactive tracer process
4. CTM base model simulate the hourly ozone and other oxidizing agent. (OH, NO3)
5. The model species and ozone are compared with TCEQ SIP model result including 

ozone, BENZ, TOL, XYL, FORM, and O3. The EPA AQS data are used to evaluate the 
ozone concentration.

6. The Reactive Tracer consider the chemical loss and deposition.
7. The ambient VOC measurement data are used to compare the model SBTEX 

concentration. 
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1. The Rows are different species, (I) is inventory species, (M) is model species. 
Columns are different emission sectors.

2. The largest SBTEX emission sector is “onroad”, the ptfire is the second.
3. The benzene is not equal to Benz which indicate the missing report of HAPS.
4. We picked 5 sectors that can be checked the SCC&County level emission to do 

gap fill for mission HAPs.
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1. We applied the annual emission by each county and SCC for those 5 emission 
missing sectors.
2. The data are separated into two group “with STEX” and “without STEX”.
3. We assumed the same SCC code have similar emission process, so the ratio of STEX 
and VOC should be similar in the same SCC in Gulf region.
5. Therefore, we can use the ratio for with STEX emission group to estimate the 
missing data for without STEX group.
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1. After we checked the annual emission report, there is no missing HAPs in nonpt
sector.

2. Np_oilgas has largest missing HAPs (6377 ton/year), ptnonipm is the second 
largest missing (2544 ton/year). The np_oilgas missing happened in TX.

3. TX has largest missing 7123 ton/year.
4. We made the missing emission inventory by county and SCC. We used SMOKE to 

generate the adjust emission for RTRAC process usage.
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1. The CTM model is CAMx7.0
2. Simulation period, this time period is the same as TCEQ ozone SIP model 
3. Met data:  All met data are from EPA 
4. Model domain: 12KM resolution in blue rectangle  4Km resolution in red 

rectangle 
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1. The reactive Tracer is a method to simulate the tracer concentration with 
Chemical decay.

2. A+B are reactants, x+y are products, K is rate constant, the Chemical decay rate is 
[A][B]*K

3. The Reactants are from the SMOKE output. 
4. The oxidants are from base model simulation. 
5. The Rate constants are considered the MCM mechanism
6. The chemical reaction rate are used to calculate the HAPS chemical decay rate.
7. The Henry's law constants of HAPs are also considered for deposition process.
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1. The RTRAC method generated the hourly concentration. The hourly plume 
direction pattern are affected by he wind direction, wind speed, PBL height and 
chemistry process effects.

2. Because the XYLENE and STYRENE have higher rate constant than B T E , the 
chemical decay of XYLENE and STYRENE are faster than others. The Styrene 
impact range is more local.

3. Those hourly data can be used to calculate the monthly average or diurnal 
pattern. 
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1. The AMTIC website has the HAPs measurement data, more than 50 different HAPs 
species data are available.
2. There are about  42 sites in TX and 4 sites in LA.
3. The sample durations are 1 hour (TX), 3 hours (LA), or 24 hours (TX and LA)
4. We apply those measurement data to verify our model RTRAC result.
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1. These figures are the daily average comparison figures, the upper panels are LA 
,and the lower panels are TX, Columns are for each SBTEX species.

2. The X axis is observational data, Y is model result.
3. The ORG is original emission inventory, the ADJ is the emission inventory after do 

the gap filled for the missing HAPS.
4. The ORG emission and ADJ emission of STEX don’t show a lot difference. Benzene 

is overestimate when consider the Benzene is BENZ. 
5. Xylenes and Ethylbenzene have better results.
6. Styrene is overestimate at the low concentration but underestimate at high 

concentration.
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1. This the hourly data are from 6 sites in TX compared with model result at same 
grid cell.

2. The X-axis is Local time. The Y- axis is ppb
3. For Xylene, Toluene and Ethylbenzene, the outcomes are close at night.
4. The Styrene may over-estimate in the model. 
5. The Benzene ORG is underestimate, but when we adjust it to the model species 

BENZ, it become over-estimate.
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1. The left-hand side is diurnal pattern comparison for TCEQ model data. FORM and 
Ozone. The Max ozone and the day / night FORM concentration are close.

2. The right-hand side is the comparison for AQS ozone and NIEHS ozone.
3. Those comparison indication that our base model output is in reasonable range 

and can be used to do RTRAC calculation.
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